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The aim of the investigation was to explore possibilities of assessment of cerebral microcirculation and blood flow autoregulation in 
chronic subdural hematoma (CSH) perifocal zone using present-day algorithms of perfusion computerized tomography.

Materials and Methods. The concentric retrospective non-randomized study comprised 20 patients with unilateral CSH developed in result 
of craniocerebral  injury sustained at term from 15 days to several months to admission date. mean age of the casualties was 54.7±15.6 years 
(from 17 to 87 years old). 11 patients had the CSH settled on the right, while 9 patients had the CSH settled on the left. Average hematoma 
volume amounted to 84.2±12.4 cm3 (from 56 to 117 cm3), condition severity according to markwalder scale was 1.8±0.5 points (from 0 to 
3 points).

Colored perfusion parameter charts were plotted to describe cerebral perfusion in the cortex area adjacent to CSH and in the symmetrical 
area of the opposite hemisphere without the use and with the use of the mode (algorithm) for perfusion computation exclusive of flows in 
Remote Vessels great vessels.

Results. Perfusion indices of microvasculature in the CSH perifocal zone have no statistically significant variations from the norm and 
indices in the symmetrical area of the opposite hemisphere. This statement holds for assessment of perfusion status both without the use and 
with the use of perfusion calculation algorithm exclusive of flows in great vessels.

Conclusion. Constancy of microvasculature perfusion in the CSH perifocal zone is indicative of cerebral blood flow autoregulation retention 
in patients with chronic subdural hematomas.

Use of present-day cerebral perfusion assessment algorithms allows for CSH forecast in casualties with craniocerebral  injury. development 
of cerebral hyperperfusion local nidi, which do not affect the pial flow in patients who had a cerebral damage may serve as an early marker of 
CSH capsule formation with cerebral compression development.
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The chronic subdural hematoma (cSH) is a disease 
characterized by formation of capsule around the 
subdural hemorrhage, which causes local and general 
cerebral compression. Typically, cSHs are formed after 
craniocerebral injury [1].

One of the key factors determining the clinical 
course and outcome in such patients are reactions of 
microvasculature in cSH-adjacent area of cerebral 
cortex named as perihematoma [2, 3] or perifocal [4].

It is thought [1] that just cerebral circulation 
disturbances and blood flow autoregulation peculiarities 
in this zone cause neurologic impairment before 
operation and development of complications in the early 
postoperative period in case of cSH: cerebrum collapse, 
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hematoma backset, tension pneumocephalus and 
secondary hemorrhages.

Information about status of cerebral microcirculation 
and autoregulation in this zone is still conflicting [2–5]. 
One of the reasons for such conflicts is inadequacy of 
software algorithms used for computation of cerebral 
perfusion indicators in computerized tomography [6–
8]. Development of computer-tomography algorithms 
for perfusion parameter computation without the data 
on blood flow in cerebrum great vessels allowed for 
assessment of specifically pial blood flow nature in 
the “zone of interest” [8–10]. One of such algorithms 
is Remote Vessels on philips Ingenuity cT tomograph 
(philips Medical Systems, uSA). Their use allowed for 
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considerable increase of cerebral blood flow status 
vision and ascertain mechanism, which support 
microcirculation, inclusive of the cSH perifocal zone, 
and thereupon assess cerebral blood flow autoregulation 
status in patients with cSH.

The aim of the investigation was to explore 
possibilities of assessment of cerebral microcirculation 
and blood flow autoregulation in chronic subdural 
hematoma perifocal zone using present-day algorithms 
of perfusion computerized tomography.

Materials and Methods. The concentric retrospective 
non-randomized study comprised 20 patients (12 men 
and 8 women) with unilateral cSH who received medical 
treatment in the Nizhny Novgorod Regional Traumatology 
center of N.A. Semashko Nizhny Novgorod Regional 
clinical Hospital from January 2013 to March 2014. 
The reason for cSH development was craniocerebral 
injury sustained at term from 15 days to several 
months to admission date. Mean age of the casualties 
was 54.7±15.6 years (from 17 to 87 years old). The 
wakefulness level according to the Glasgow coma scale 
before the study was on the average 13.1±0.5 points 
(from 11 to 15 points). 11 patients had the cSH settled 
on the right, while 9 patients had the cSH settled on the 
left. Average hematoma volume calculated by the known 
ovoid [1] volume formula amounted to 84.2±12.4 cm3 
(from 56 to 117 cm3). All hematomas had hypodense 
characteristics during cT examination. Average midline 
shift at pellucid septum level was 7.1±1.4 mm (from 5 
to 12 mm) on the average. The condition severity was 
assessed according to Markwalder scale [11] and 

amounted to 1.8±0.5 points (from 0 to 3 points) on the 
average.

Our sampling did not include patients with cSH 
in decompensated condition (severity according to 
Markwalder: 4 points) and ambilateral hematomas.

This retrospective study was approved by the 
Ethics committee of the Nizhny Novgorod State 
Medical Academy and meets Declaration of Helsinki 
requirements (adopted in June 1964 (Helsinki, Finland) 
and revised in October 2000 (Edinburgh, Scotland)). 
All patients gave written informed consent for scientific 
analysis of their data.

All patients were operated on the first day after the 
perfusion study. All patients were operated under 
general anesthesia with application of a single hole in 
temporoparietal area on cSH side, perforation and 
draining the hematoma cavity using the tube drainage to 
the external sterile system pleurofix (B. Braun Melsungen 
AG, Germany). The drainage was carried out for 48 h, 
upon which the drainage was removed. There were no 
fatalities in the study group.

upon drainage completion, in all patients, they noted 
pneumocephalus and residual hematomas, which volume 
did not exceed 30% of the initial volume. There were 
neither secondary hemorrhages nor cerebrum collapse.

cerebral microcirculation was studies using the 
cerebrum perfusion computerized tomography (pcT) 
method. The pcT was carried out on 64-slice tomograph 
philips Ingenuity cT (philips Medical Systems, uSA) 
during the first day from the moment of patients 
admission to the hospital before surgical interference.

perfusion chart of a patients with chronic subdural hematoma: (а) without the use of Remote Vessels mode; the red color highlights 
great vessels with high local values of circulatory volume and volumetric blood flow; (b) with the use of Remote Vessels mode; 
software removal of voxels from computation, which reflected blood flows in great vessels was noted
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The record of perfusion study [12] comprised initial un-
enhanced brain imaging. 32 mm thick scanned area was 
set parallel to the plane of cSH maximum thickness.

Then we carried out 8 extended scans of this area 
for 55 seconds against contrast medium infusion 
(Brain perfusion mode). The contrast medium (ultravist 
370; Shering AG, Germany) was infused by automatic 
injector (Visitron cT, Medrad, uSA) to the cubital vein 
via a standard catheter at the rate of 5 ml/s for 8 s per 1 
study.

The scan data were transferred to a workstation and 
analyzed in a standard program philips Ingenuity core 
(philips Heathcare Nederland BV, the Netherlands, 2013, 
v.3.5.5.25007). Arterial and venous vessel definition 
markers were set according to the recommendations 
[12]: in А2 views of anterior cerebral artery segment and 
posterior third of the superior sagittal sinus, respectively.

From then on, perfusion parameter charts were plotted 
to describe the cerebral perfusion: cerebral blood flow 
(cBF), cerebral blood volume (cBV), mean time transit 
(MTT), time to peak (TTp).

After that they turned on Remote Vessels mode 
whereby automatically excluded voxels from computation, 
which reflected blood flows in great vessels, and plotted 
refined perfusion charts of the same parameters in the 
same patients.

According to recommendations [12], normal 
parameter values were considered to be: cBF — 48.8± 
10.1 ml/100 g·min; cBV — 3.3±0.6 ml/100 g; MTT — 
4.3±0.8 s.

The specified parameters in all patients were assessed 
quantitatively simultaneously in the cortex area adjacent 
to cSH and in the symmetrical area of the opposite 
hemisphere without the use and with the use of Remote 
Vessels mode (See the Figure).

pcT results obtained without the use of Remote 
Vessels mode made up group 1 of considered data, 
and the results obtained with the use of this mode in the 

same patients and in the same areas/zones for the same 
period of time made up group 2.

The data was normally distributed thus were presented 
in form of the average ± root mean square deviation 
(M±σ). comparison between the groups was drawn 
according to t-Student criteria. correlation analysis was 
carried out with computation of Spearman correlation 
coefficient. The level of significance was taken as 
p<0.01. Statistica 7.0 (StatSoft Inc., uSA, 2004) software 
was used for analysis performance.

Results. comparison with normal perfusion indicator 
values in cSH perifocal zone when using computation 
algorithm, which includes computation of flows in great 
vessels (group 1) showed statistically significant (p<0.01) 
increase of cBV and cBF and no statistically significant 
increase of МТТ and ТТР (See the Table). At the same 
time, after use of Remote Vessels pcT mode (group 2) 
there were no reliable change of perfusion parameters in 
the perifocal zone as compared to the normal value.

In much the same way, by comparison with normal 
perfusion indicators in the undamaged hemi sphere zone 
calculated without the use of Remote Vessels mode, 
there was found a statistically significant increase of 
cBV and cBF (p<0.01) and no significant changes of 
MTT and TTp. When using the mode, parameters of 
microcirculation in the undamaged hemi sphere zone had 
no statistically significant differences from normal values.

comparison of cerebral perfusion indicators in cSH 
perifocal zone and symmetrical area of the opposite hemi 
sphere without the use of refining algorithms showed 
statistically significant increase of volumetric blood flow 
in the perifocal zone (p=0.01). Other indicators had no 
significant changes.

However, the use of Remote Vessels refining algorithm 
showed no straight changes of microvasculature 
perfusion indicators neither on the hematoma side nor 
on the opposite side.

correlation analysis showed no statistically significant 

Perfusion indicators in studied data groups (M±σ)

Data groups
CBV (ml/100 g) 

(N=3.3±0.6)
CBF (ml/100 g·min) 

(N=48.8 ±10.1)
MTT (s)  

(N=4.3±0.8)
TTP (s)

Group 1: CSH perifocal zone (1) 11.07±2.82 149.15±33.18 4.48±0.66 27.57±0.83

Group 1: zone symmetrical  
to perfocal zone (2)

 
9.31±2.33

 
122.84±29.52

 
4.63±0.76

 
27.78±1.13

Group 2: CSH perifocal zone (3) 5.66±0.96 88.36±16.2 3.84±0.61 27.47±0.84

Group 2: zone symmetrical to 
perfocal zone (4)

 
5.16±0.8

 
75.0±20.97

 
4.08±0.86

 
27.94±1.30

p (1)–(2) 0.04 0.01 0.53 0.52

p (1)–(3) <0.0000001 <0.0000001 0.004 0.70

p (2)–(4) <0.0000001 0.0000002 0.05 0.70

p (3)–(4) 0.09 0.04 0.32 0.19

N o t e. cSH: chronic subdural hematoma; cBF: cerebral blood flow; cBV: cerebral blood volume; MTT: 
mean time transit; TTp: time to peak; N: norm.
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dependence between indicators of perfusion, cSH 
volume and severity according to Markwalder scale.

Discussion. One of the fundamental properties of 
cerebral blood flow is its ability to support constancy of 
microvasculature perfusion under conditions of arterial 
and intra-cranial pressure variation [13]. This property is 
call cerebral autoregulation [14] in the modern literature. 
It was noted that cerebral perfusion indicators and 
autoregulation condition are strongly interrelated [13], 
and disturbances of microvasculature perfusion result 
from damage of autoregulation mechanisms [15, 16].

up to the present day it was thought that in case of 
cSH, cerebral blood flow autoregulation mechanisms 
are damaged it shows itself by disturbances of cerebral 
microcirculation with development of hyperemia and 
hyperperfusion syndromes. Thus, the paper of Slotty 
et al. [3] demonstrates statistically significant increase 
of cBV and cBF in case of cSH as compared to 
symmetrical zones of the opposite hemi sphere, and 
time characteristics (MTT and TTp) did not change 
significantly what corresponds to hyperemia and 
hyperperfusion [15–18] patterns and according to the 
authors’ opinion are indicative of cerebral autoregulation 
disturbance. However, such conclusions as well as 
the fact that examinations were carried out on 16-slice 
tomograph without the use of Remote Vessels refining 
algorithms served as the basis for critical comments [2] 
on the paper of Slotty et al. [3].

Our study made use of 64-slice tomograph pcT 
with the algorithm, which excluded great vessels blood 
flows from the computation, which allowed for adequate 
assessment of perfusion exactly in the pial flow of cSH 
perifocal zone. In result, it was found that microvasculature 
perfusion indicators of the zone adjacent to cSH have no 
statistically significant differences from such indicators of 
the opposite hemi sphere symmetrical zone.

The obtained data quite probably is evidence of 
constancy of microvasculature perfusion in the cSH 
perifocal zone and, consequently, retention of cerebral 
blood flow autoregulation in patients with this pathology, 
which ties up with the work [19].

We are of the opinion that hyperemia and hyper-
perfusion in cSH perifocal zone, described in prior studies 
[2, 3], does not affect the cerebral microvasculature 
since no pial perfusion disturbances were found.

The reason for development of these syndromes in the 
cSH perifocal zone can be formation of de novo vessels 
in the capsule with development of super-capillary 
shunting phenomena leading to increase of volumetric 
blood flow [20]. In this regard, the results, which we 
have obtained provide strong evidence of the fact that 
development of cerebral hyperperfusion local nidi, which 
do not affect the pial flow in patients who had a cerebral 
damage may serve as an early marker of cSH capsule 
formation with cerebral compression development. 
This fact can provide the basis for the system of early 
cSH and cerebral compression development detection 

according to discovery of cerebral perfusion specific 
characteristics.

It is necessary to point out that such a study has a 
number of methodological limitations, the main one of 
which consists in impossibility of dynamic non-invasive 
assessment of perihematoma perfusion condition without 
repeated pcT scanning.

Moreover, perifocal zone perfusion assessment 
peculiarities need to be studied in patients with 
ambilateral cSHs as well as in patients with cSH in 
decompensated condition.

Conclusion. perfusion indices of microvasculature in 
the perifocal zone of chronic subdural hematoma have 
no statistically significant variations from the indices 
in the symmetrical area of the opposite hemisphere. 
constancy of microvasculature perfusion is indicative of 
cerebral blood flow autoregulation retention in patients 
with chronic subdural hematomas.

Study Funding and Conflicts of Interest. This study 
was not supported by any financial sources, and there is 
no conflicts of interest associated with the research.
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